Statement by DreamQii Inc. Regarding July 2nd, 2018 Survey E-mail
On Monday, July 2, 2018 DreamQii Inc. received reports of a suspicious email received by
Backers of the PlexiDrone Campaign. Within the first hour of receiving these reports, our support
team took the following actions:
1. Notified Indiegogo Trust & Safety and SurveyMonkey customer support of the suspicious
e-mail.
2. Reviewed reports received from Backers describing browser warnings received when
clicking on hyperlinks within the suspicious e-mail.
3. Reviewed past correspondence between Indiegogo and DreamQii staff and determined
that the e-mail address of the sender trustsafety@indiegogo.com was ot re og ized.
DreamQii has previously documented cases of Backers receiving e-mails from senders
misrepresenting themselves as PlexiDrone affiliates. With our past experience, and the
information available, our support team promptly acted to protect Backers and our business
from a potential online threat.
Less than 24 hours after taking these actions, DreamQii received a response from the Indiegogo
Trust & Safety team confirming that the e-mail was sent by a member of their staff along with
the following explanation:
The e-mail sent out is a standard e-mail survey that has been sent out to
campaigns that have not yet completed fulfillment of all perks. Indiegogo is
constantly monitoring the status of campaigns which is a part of our review
process. Since an update had not been posted in a few months [on the
Indiegogo platform], the survey went out to backers. You can read more about
Indiegogo's Trust team here: https://learn.indiegogo.com/trust/
Following this confirmation, DreamQii et with I diegogo’s Head of Trust & Safety and
proactively shared confidential information regarding our company status, relationships with
Backers, PlexiDrone manufacturing rates, status of our Backer shipping program, active NonDisclosure Agreements, and Intellectual property filings. This is in addition to information
previously shared to successfully move through the various campaign stages.
In light of the information shared between our organizations, it became evident that questions
included in the survey e-mail may have been in conflict with various aspects of the PlexiDrone
shipping program, among other policies.
Although our customer support team took prompt action to safeguard the interests of our
Backers and business, we apologize for any confusion or concern that these actions may have
caused. It is our aim to move past this situation and refocus our resources to execute on our
commitment to Backers. We’re o
itted to keepi g our a kers updated o the status of our
campaign.

